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1/ Why should the name Suzie Dawson matter? In late
2016, Ms Dawson fled from NZ, claiming NZ IC were
persecuting her and sought "asylum" in.........Moscow
Russia 
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2/ As we have seen, Suzie Dawson has a very close relationship with Kim Dot Com, so

much so he made her President of a political party he set up in New Zealand. Now the

timing of Ms Dawson's sudden departure for Russia, was odd, very odd, Election

2016 odd 
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3/ Now Ms Dawson has been around trouble making for a while. Note this blog she

wrote in 2015. It was noted even back then, that RT & Wikileaks had posted her

stories, & she was anti TPP. And the blog? Everythings great in HK & China according

to her 
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4/ Suzie Dawson links in with all the rest of the treasonweasles. That she sought to

live in Moscow is no surprise. She is however a direct line between Assange, Russia &

Kim Dot Com. A DIRECT LINE 
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5/ And do the Russian deza media love her? You betcha your ass they do. Sputnik

quotes Dawson  
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6/ And Russia's infamous RT is quoting her all the time. Dawson also appears on

Russian TV and Radio. She's a walking disinformation unit  
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7/ As for Kim Dot Com? He still has Suzie Dawson as President of the political party

he started (which contested at NZ's last election). And he retweets her constantly.

Screenshot from the last 24hrs 
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